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ABSTRACT. Members of licensed occupations benefit

from legal standards that limit entry into their professions.

Is it ethical for these professionals to give political support

to these standards? I examined the case of real estate

brokers and found that their educational requirements

raise average commissions by one quarter of a percentage

point, costing consumers $5.4 billion per year without

improving the quality of brokerage services. The case

raises interesting ethical issues which are difficult to

resolve.
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Introduction

The code of ethics of the National Association of

Realtors (NAR) states:

Under all is the land. Upon its wise utilization and

widely allocated ownership depend the survival and

growth of free institutions and of our civilization...

Such interests impose obligations beyond those of

ordinary commerce. They impose grave social

responsibility and a patriotic duty to which

REALTORS should dedicate themselves

This code suggests that in one of the NAR�s most

important activities, lobbying federal and state gov-

ernments on issues affecting real estate brokers, it

will support policies that will promote general wel-

fare, not just the welfare of brokers. This stance is

consistent with other codes of ethics that have been

developed for lobbying. For example, the ‘‘Wood-

stock Principles’’ (Woodstock Theological Center,

2002) contain the following:

In deciding whether to undertake an engagement

or assignment and in determining what arguments

to advance in support of, or in opposition to, a

position, lobbyists should weigh the implications of

their efforts for the well being of the country as a

whole.

Lobbyists face ethical dilemmas when they promote

policies that might enrich their clients at the expense

of the public. Their alternatives in such a situation

are to either decline to support the policy or to

concoct specious arguments in favor of the policy,

perhaps in combination with financial support for

legislators. A difficulty that scholars of ethics face in

these situations is separating valid from specious

arguments for these policies. If the arguments are

specious, then there is a potential ethical problem to

study.

In this article I examine a particular policy:

educational standards for real estate brokers. High

educational standards are supported by real estate

brokers, who argue that educational standards

improve the level of brokerage service and protect

the public from poorly trained and/or unscrupulous

brokers. Many economists, however, believe that

the effect of high educational requirements is to

restrict the supply of brokers and thereby raise

broker income. Analyzing a variety of state level

data, I find evidence that high educational standards

raise broker income without improving the quality

of brokerage services. The effect of these standards

is significant; I estimate that they raise the average

brokerage commission by one quarter of a per-

centage point, costing consumers $5.4 billion per

year.

The section titled ‘‘Literature review’’ reviews

previous literature on the effects of occupational

licensing. The real estate brokerage industry is de-

scribed in the section titled ‘‘The real estate bro-

kerage industry’’. ‘‘Testing the effect of licensing

restrictions’’ presents an empirical study of the effects
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of real estate brokerage licensing restrictions. Ethical

implications of these results are discussed in the

section titled ‘‘The ethics of lobbying’’.

Literature review

A recent survey (Kleiner, 2000) of economic liter-

ature on occupational licensing begins with Adam

Smith�s discussion of craft apprenticeships. Smith

argued that long apprenticeships do not improve

equality or honesty, and that their real purpose is to

restrain competition and raise prices. Kleiner (2000)

observes that the effect of occupational licensing was

a popular topic for economists until late in the 20th

century. In recent years economists have neglected

the topic, in spite of the fact that the number of

workers in licensed occupations has grown. Kleiner

(2000) points out that there are more workers in

licensed occupations than workers who are members

of unions or are directly affected by the minimum

wage, yet occupational licensing has, in recent

years, received far less attention in the economics

literature.

Milton Friedman�s Ph.D. dissertation dealt

with the effects of occupational licensing, and was

later published. Friedman and Kuznets (1945)

wrote

In all professions, there has developed in the last few

years an aristocratic, or at least a restrictive move-

ment which, in a sense, is reminiscent of the

medieval guilds.

Stigler (1971) argued that regulation should be

considered like any other good or service, with

industries as the demanders of regulatory protec-

tion, and governments as the suppliers. He found

that professions with lower costs of political

mobilization were more likely to be licensed. This

analysis was extended by Peltzman (1976). Maurizi

(1974) found evidence that pass rates on licensing

examinations are manipulated to control the supply

of licensed professionals. Benham (1972) found

evidence that advertising restrictions, supported by

the industry, increased prices of eye glasses, and

Benham and Benham (1975) found that other

regulations that raised the price of eye glasses were

more common in states with strong optometrist

trade associations. Maurizi et al. (1981) examined

the competing interests of ophthalmologists,

optometrists, and opticians, and found that strong

professional organizations lead to regulations favoring

particular groups.

The stated purpose of licensing is to improve the

quality of services provided by professions, but

quality is often difficult to measure. One of the

earliest attempts to measure the simultaneous effects

of licensing on quality and price was Carroll and

Gaston (1981). These authors examined the effects

of different state licensing standards for electricians,

dentists, plumbers, optometrists, sanitarians, real

estate agents, and veterinarians. For each profession,

their results showed that restrictive licensing stan-

dards lowered the number of professionals and that

lower numbers of professionals per capita appeared

to lower the quality of service.

Following Friedman and Kuznets (1945), Carroll

and Gaston (1981) explain several theoretical reasons

why licensing might lower, rather than raise quality

levels for a profession. If licensing raises prices, then

consumers will have an incentive to either perform

services for themselves or reduce their consumption

of services. In the case of electricians, for example,

Carroll and Gaston (1981) measured quality of

electrical services in a state by the rate of death by

electrocution. If licensing standards are high in a

state, then home owners will be more likely to wire

their own houses instead of calling for an electrician,

and are more likely to electrocute themselves.

Kleiner (2000) gives an example of people per-

forming root canals on themselves because dentists

were too expensive.

Peltzman (1987) examines data from countries

with different drug laws and finds that requiring

prescriptions for the purchase of medication does not

reduce mortality from poisonings or disease. This

result calls into question of the practice of licensing

pharmacists.

Other reasons that quality might be hurt by

licensing include highly trained professionals

spending time on tasks which do not require high

levels of training, but which cannot legally be per-

formed by unlicensed people. Licensed professionals

will then have less time to devote to tasks that
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require their training. Another possibility is that

firms performing services might compete with each

other on quality as well as price. If licensing reduces

competition, then it might cause firms to reduce the

level of quality of their services.

It is also possible that the overall effect of licensing

on quality would be zero if the effects described

above were off set by the quality improving effects of

required training and continuing education. Kleiner

and Kudrle (2000) found that the dental health of Air

Force recruits is no better and no worse in states

with tough dentist licensing standards, but that

earnings of dentists are significantly higher in these

states. Federman et al. (2006) find that high licensing

standards reduce the ability of Vietnamese immi-

grants to enter the manicuring business. They do not

test effects on quality directly, but present reasons to

doubt that these standards enhance quality.

Carroll and Gaston (1981) use duration of vacancy

before sale to measure the quality of real estate

brokerage services. This measure is criticized by

Johnson and Loucks (1986), who argue that time on

the market is determined by many factors unrelated

to the quality of a broker which are not controlled

for in Carroll and Gaston (1981). Another problem

is that the results concerning real estate agents

reported by Carroll and Gaston (1981) have only

borderline statistical significance.

Two articles, Johnson and Loucks (1986) and

Shilling and Sirmans (1988) measure the quality of

real estate services by using complaints to state real

estate boards. Their methodology of simultaneous

equations determining quality and price is similar to

that of Carroll and Gaston (1981). Both articles find

that stricter licensing standards reduce the number of

complaints, but the articles differ on the effect of

licensing standards on broker income. Johnson and

Loucks (1986) find weak evidence that strict stan-

dards lower the number of brokers, but do not find

that strict standards raise broker income. Shilling and

Sirmans (1988) find ‘‘significant anticompetitive

side-effects’’ of restrictive licensing. Johnson and

Loucks (1986) acknowledge that their study suffers

from a lack of time series data and from low quality

data on broker earnings. Broker earnings are mea-

sured as state median earnings from the Census

Department classification ‘‘Other Finance and Real

Estate’’ multiplied by the state median house price. It

is not entirely clear why they multiply income by

house prices. Their explanation is that ‘‘This captures

the multiplicative nature of how real estate earnings are

derived-as commissions based on sales prices.’’

Shilling and Sirmans (1988) estimate a two-

equation simultaneous system with the number of

complaints and the examination pass rate as the two

dependent variables. A lower pass rate lowers the

number of complaints, but excess demand for

licenses, measured as the ratio of applicants to the

number of licensed agents, lowers the examination

pass rate. In other words, real estate boards appear to

be using the examination pass rate as a tool to limit

supply.

Overall, the economics literature on occupational

licensing provides clear evidence that licensing raises

prices and the incomes of licensed professionals in a

variety of occupations, but the evidence on quality is

less clear. In the case of real estate brokerage, the

evidence on quality and income is mixed, but arti-

cles on the subject have had significant data limita-

tions, and none have been published since the 1980s.

Since that time, better data have become available,

changes in technology have led to new policy

questions regarding the licensing of real estate bro-

kers, and recent increases in real estate sales volume

and prices have increased potential broker income.

For all of these reasons, it seems appropriate to

reexamine the issue of whether strict licensing

standards are in the public interest.

Previous academic research in the field of business

ethics has generally taken the position that lobbying

is unethical if it is an attempt to benefit a particular

industry or group at the expense of the general

public. Keffer and Hill (1997) write that ‘‘when

lobbying results in the subordination of the needs of

the larger community to the needs of special inter-

ests, a correction should occur.’’ Gowthorpe and

Amat (2005) go further in their discussion of

accounting firms lobbying for regulatory changes

that are favorable to themselves, writing that these

activities ‘‘can be regarded as morally reprehensible.

They are not fair to users, they involve an unjust

exercise of power, and they tend to weaken the

authority of accounting regulators.’’

Economists have been less interested in explicit

consideration of ethics than have scholars in other

fields, preferring objective rather than normative

analysis of policies and human behavior (Friedman,

1953; McCloskey, 2007). They do, however, tend to
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have a negative view of ‘‘rent seeking,’’ defined as

pursuing wealth in ways that do not add to the pro-

ductive capacity of society as a whole (Krueger, 1974).

Lobbying is usually viewed as a rent seeking activity.

In contrast, Becker (1976) takes preferences for gov-

ernment redistribution of income as given and argues

that the methods chosen to do so by the political

system tend to be the most efficient available. In this

view, lobbying is simply a part of the political and

economic system that leads to an efficient allocation of

resources given preferences, and is no more and no less

virtuous than other parts of the system.

Political scientists have also long viewed lobbying

with suspicion, but some recent work takes a dif-

ferent view. Hall and Deardorff (2006) for example,

see lobbying as a ‘‘legislative subsidy’’, assisting leg-

islators already in support of industry goals, rather

than persuading or bribing them. These authors

argue that their model requires a significant reap-

praisal of the ethical implications of lobbying.

The real estate brokerage industry

Every building has unique characteristics and every

parcel of land has a unique location. Unlike com-

modity investors, real estate investors must spend

considerable time and money gathering information

about each individual asset that they consider pur-

chasing. Investors often rely on real estate brokers to

provide this information, and sellers rely on brokers

to connect them with buyers. Brokers are usually

hired by sellers, and are paid a percentage of the sale

price of the real estate, although buyers sometimes

hire brokers on their own.1 The NAR estimates that

licensed brokers are involved in 86% of all single-

family home sales in the U.S.

Each state in the U.S. requires real estate brokers

to be licensed. Individuals may sell or rent their own

property without a license, but any third party

broker operating without a license is in violation of

the law, and in many states have committed a felony.

Real estate offices may hire assistants to perform

some routine tasks, such as answering telephones,

making keys, or placing signs on properties, but

unlicensed people are not allowed to perform ser-

vices such as discussing material details of a property

or transaction with a customer, showing property, or

collecting money.

In most states there are two kinds of real estate

broker licenses: sales person and broker. A licensed

sales person is able to earn fees from facilitating real

estate transactions, but must work under the super-

vision of someone with a full broker�s license. In

order to obtain a sales person�s license, candidates

must complete state approved educational courses

and pass an examination. The course requirements

for a sales person range from 18 hours in Rhode

Island to 150 hours in Texas. A broker�s license

requires a number of years spent as a sales person,

more course work, and another examination. For

example, becoming a full broker in Texas requires a

total of 840 hours of classroom instruction, while

Alaska requires only 35 hours. Experience require-

ments range from zero in several states to 5 years in

Delaware. In every state except New Jersey, main-

taining a sales person�s or brokers license requires

attendance at continuing education courses, with

requirements ranging from 2 hours per year in

Michigan to 24 hours per year in Arizona.

Educational and experience requirements do not

change frequently, but changes are generally in the

direction of raising standards.2 A few states in recent

years have eliminated the sales person�s license,

requiring all licensees to meet the stricter require-

ments of brokers.3

Broker education requirements increase the cost

of obtaining a license, which might reduce the

number of brokers, which in turn might raise the

prices that brokers are able to charge. In recent years

rising house prices and sales volumes have increased

the nation wide demand for brokers. Even though

the number of brokers has risen, education

requirements might have slowed this increase, so

that the number of brokers has not risen as much as

it otherwise might have done. On the other hand,

broker education programs might increase the

quality of the services brokers provide. Another

effect that is possible is the creation of camaraderie in

the profession, which might help brokers to resist

the temptation to cut their commissions.

There are currently approximately 1.5 million

active licensed sales persons and approximately

650,000 active licensed brokers in the U.S. The

numbers are growing rapidly; in 2000 there were

approximately 1 million active licensed sales persons

and 570,000 brokers. They are represented by the

largest trade association in the U.S., the National
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Association of Realtors (NAR), with 1.2 million

members. The NAR is currently the third largest

political donor at the federal level in the U.S.,

contributing over $4 million in each of the 2002 and

2004 election cycles. The NAR�s contributions are

nearly evenly split between Democrats and

Republicans. In addition, the NAR is active in state

and local politics, with a strong interest in issues that

affect the brokerage industry. A Federal Trade

Commission Report in 1983 quoted a state official as

saying that ‘‘virtually no proposed legislation relating

to real estate has a chance of passage unless it

is approved by the state association of realtors.’’

(Nadel, 2006)

Perhaps the most interesting and puzzling aspect

of real estate brokerage is the persistence of high,

fixed percentage commissions. In the 1940s, the

code of ethics of the NAR stated that ‘‘the schedules

of fees established by the various Real Estate Boards

are believed to represent fair compensation for ser-

vices rendered in their communities and should be

observed by every realtor.’’ The United States

Supreme Court found in 19504 that this code vio-

lated the Sherman Act, even though the NAR

imposed no explicit penalties on brokers who

undercut the recommended commission rate. The

1950 decision applied only to Washington D.C.,

however, leaving open the question of whether the

Interstate Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitu-

tion allowed the federal government to enforce the

Sherman Act against local real estate brokers. Local

chapters of the NAR continued to promote standard

6–7% commission rates until a series of law suits

during the 1960s and 1970s by the U.S. Justice

Department resulted in fines and probation for some

real estate brokers.5 Another Supreme Court deci-

sion in 19806 finally established that real estate

brokerage qualified as interstate commerce.

Since 1980, real estate brokers have been careful

to avoid the appearance of collusion. Commissions,

however, have remained high and remarkably uni-

form. A Federal Trade Commission report in 1983

(Federal Trade Commission, 1983) found that most

brokers received commissions of 6% or 7%. An

analysis (Hsieh and Moretti, 2003) of data from the

Consumer Expenditure Survey from 1980 to 1998

comes to similar conclusions. One article (Sirmans

and Turnbull, 1997) argues that commissions are not

fixed, and finds variations over a housing market

cycle of approximately one quarter of one percent-

age point (0.0025 of the purchase price of a house).

Nadel (2006) discusses some of the reasons why

high fixed percentage commissions have survived.

The primary reason appears to be the political power

of the NAR, which encourages state legislatures and

real estate commissions to protect traditional bro-

kerage practices. In addition to licensing require-

ments discussed above, some states prohibit

commission rebates and require consumers to pur-

chase a larger bundle of services from brokers than

they might otherwise choose. (Nadel, 2006)

New competition from real estate brokers using

low-cost Internet advertising and nonlicensed

companies that allow individuals selling their houses

without a broker to advertise on the Internet have

the potential to lower commission rates. This new

competition led the NAR to attempt to limit the

ability of brokers to post listings on the Internet,

which led to another Justice Department lawsuit

against the NAR in 2005. There is some evidence

that commissions have recently declined. For

example, a recent survey (Real Trends, 2006) found

that nearly 50% of homesellers using a broker paid

less than a 5% commission. The evidence for a

reduction in commissions is limited, however, and

some economists (Nadel, 2006) have questioned

whether commissions have actually declined in

recent years.

Testing the effect of licensing restrictions

Model

Measuring the effect of real estate broker licensing

restrictions requires an analysis of the supply and

demand for brokers. It seems reasonable to expect

that demand for brokers will decline with increases

in broker pay and that the supply of brokers will rise

with increases in pay. If a typical broker in a state

earns more, holding transaction volume and other

factors constant, then home owners in that state will

demand fewer brokerage services. Similarly, if bro-

kers earn more in a state, then more people in that

state would want to become brokers.

Licensing restrictions can be modeled as shifting

the supply curve for brokers. Licensing restrictions

raise the cost of obtaining a license, so for any given
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rate of pay of brokers, higher licensing requirements

will mean fewer brokers. If the demand curve for

brokers is downwards loping, then shifting the

supply curve of brokers to the left will lower the

equilibrium quantity of brokers in the market and

raise broker pay.

Data on prices and quantities are often available in

various markets, but estimating supply and demand

curves is not a simple task. The problem is that each

observed price/quantity pair is assumed to represent

an equilibrium an intersection of supply and demand.

We cannot simply perform regression analysis on

these points because we are not sure of whether we

are measuring the supply or the demand curve.

A two-equation system for estimating supply and

demand in the brokerage market is shown below.

The number of brokers is given by B, and the income

of brokers is I. Exogenous variables in the demand

equation are given by Xd. The strength of licensing

restrictions is given by L, and other exogenous

variables in the supply equation are given by Xs.

Demand : B ¼ a1 þ a2I þ a3Xd ð1Þ
Supply : B ¼ b1 þ b2I þ b3L þ b4Xs

In this system, we expect a2 to be negative, indicating

a downward sloping demand curve, and b2 to be

positive, indicating an upward sloping supply curve.

If educational requirements and other licensing

restrictions reduce the supply of brokers, then we

would expect the coefficient b3 to be negative.

If these expectations prove to be correct, then the

model will imply that raising licensing standards will

shift the supply curve to the left, lowering the

equilibrium quantity of brokers and raising the

income (price) of brokers. The amount that income

is raised will depend on the slope of the demand

curve with respect to price.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that industry pro-

fessionals see links between high educational stan-

dards and fewer brokers. Jeff Foster, Deputy

Director of the Colorado Real Estate Commission,

was quoted7 as follows:

We have close to 196 hours (in educational

requirements) to be broker associate. We sure saw a

drop off in our applicants because we did raise the

bar and there were less applicants.

Foster did not see evidence that complaints had

fallen as a result of higher educational requirements.

The link between the number of brokers and

commissions was also discussed in Hsieh and

Moretti (2003), an article that was widely dis-

cussed in the popular press and the brokerage

community.

A reasonable question to ask about this model

specification is whether licensing requirements

should be treated as exogenous to the system.

Licensing requirements, consisting mostly of edu-

cational and experience requirements, do not change

frequently. The requirements are the result of

political compromises between industry lobbyists,

consumer groups, and others as well as unique his-

torical circumstances of each state. If the require-

ments changed frequently in response to changing

market conditions then they would clearly have

been endogenous, but for the time period examined

in this article it seems reasonable to treat them as

exogenous.

It would be interesting to model the quality of

brokers as an endogenous variable in this system. A

third equation could be added with quality as the

dependent variable and licensing requirements as an

independent variable. Quality might shift the

demand curve, since demand at any given price

should be higher if quality is higher. Shilling and

Sirmans (1988) and Johnson and Loucks (1986)

attempted to model quality in a two-equation

system, but they did not have accurate data on

income that would have allowed them to estimate a

supply and demand system. The best available data

relating to broker quality is state level data on

complaints against brokers, but unfortunately these

data are not uniformly reported across states, making

it difficult to add quality to the supply and demand

system.

Data

The quantity of real estate brokers in each state is

measured in this article as the number of active

licensed brokers and sales people. Since the defini-

tions of brokers and sales-people differ from state to

state, I use the total instead of analyzing the two

categories separately. The number of licensed bro-

kers in each state is available from the Association of
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Real Estate License Law Officials (ARELLO). The

number of brokers is divided by state population.

ARELLO also provides information on state

licensing standards, complaints, and other aspects of

real estate brokerage.

The price of real estate brokers is measured as the

average income as reported by the Occupational

Employment Statistics (OES) program of the Bureau

of Labor Statistics. The program reports income by

state for over 800 occupations. Income is reported

for both sales persons and brokers, but data on

brokers are missing for many states, so mean sales

person income is used. Income figures are adjusted

for inflation over time using the Consumer Price

Index.

Housing sales data are from the National Associ-

ation of Realtors, and house price data are from the

Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight.

State GDP data are from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis, and other state characteristics are from the

Census Department.

Table I contains a summary of data definitions,

and Table II provides descriptive statistics for the

data set. The endogenous variables, Income and

Brokers, vary considerably from state to state. The

average income for sales persons was over $100,000

per year in Hawaii in 2000,but less than $25,000 in

Mississippi and Arkansas. More than 1% of the

populations of Florida, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, California, and the District of

Columbia are active brokers or sales persons, but

the fraction in South Dakota is less than 1/4 of 1%.

Variation is also significant for many of the exog-

enous variables.

For example, in 2005, a typical home owner in

Nevada was more than twice as likely to sell a house

than a typical home owner in Michigan.

Results

Results for the two-equation system are shown in

Table III.8 Encouragingly, the estimated demand

curve slopes down, and the supply curve slopes up. All

of the exogenous variables except Renter in the

demand equation have the expected signs. Growth in

state GDP per capita has a positive coefficient, although

it is not statistically significant. Higher per capita state

GDP raises the demand for brokers, as does living in

urban areas. Shorter times between moves raises

demand, as does the average house price. Population

growth raises demand, although this variable is only

statistically significant at the 9% level. The percentage

of the population in rental housing has a positive

coefficient, although it is not statistically significant.

The supply equation contains the variables on

licensing restrictions. All three measures, hours of

pre-licensing courses, years of experience before

becoming a broker, and annual continuing education

requirements have negative coefficients, although

hours of pre-licensing courses is not statistically

significant. The other two measures, however, are

significant at a very high level of confidence. Poor-

weather conditions in a state appear to discourage

people from becoming brokers.9

TABLE I

Variable definitions

Variable definition

Income: Income of sales persons in thousands of 2005 dollars. Brokers: Active brokers and sales persons, 1/100s of 1% of

state population. GDPGr: Real growth in state GDP over past year. GDPPC: State GDP per capita in thousands of 2005

dollars. Urban: Percentage of population in urban areas. Move Time: Years per house sale in state. Price: Mean price of single

family house in thousands of 2005 dollars. PopGr: State population growth rate over past year. Renter: Percentage of

population that rents their home. Hours: Hours of pre-licensing course work required for sales person�s license. Experience:

Years of experience required before applying for full broker�s license. CEReq: Annual hours of required continuing

education course work. Precip: Number of days per year of precipitation in largest city in state. Complaints: Complaints

filed against brokers as percent of house sales. Bond: One if state requires brokers to be bonded, zero otherwise. E and O:

One if state requires errors and omissions insurance, zero otherwise. Black: Percentage of state population that is black.

Dual Agency: One if state allows dual agency, zero otherwise.
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The estimates shown in Table III suggest that the

total effect of educational and experience require-

ments amounts to $5.4 billion per year in losses to

consumers. Without educational and experience

requirements, the typical commission on a house sale

would go from 6% to 5.76%. Details of these cal-

culations can be found in the Appendix.

Previous studies have used data on complaints filed

against brokers to measure broker quality by state.

These data are available from ARELLO, but complaints

do not seem to be reported in a uniform manner from

state to state. For example, Alabama reported 2,924

complaints from the public in 2004, while Missouri,

with a larger population than Alabama, reported 184.

As a preliminary attempt to investigate these data, I tried

to identify states with similar reporting methods by

eliminating states with large numbers of complaints as a

fraction of house sales.

Table IV shows the results of a simple regression

on the remaining complaint data. The dependent

variable is the number of complaints filed as a

percentage of the number of house sales. States

with high urban populations and rapidly growing

populations have more complaints, while states

requiring bonding and errors and omission insur-

ance have fewer complaints. Educational require-

ments for brokers appear to have no statistically

significant effect on complaints. The t-statistics on

pre-licensing, experience, and continuing education

are all less than one and do not have consistent

signs.

Overall, the empirical results suggest that educa-

tional requirements for brokers restrict supply and

raise the income of brokers, while there is no evi-

dence that these requirements improve the quality of

brokerage services.

TABLE II

Summary statistics. Data area cross states (including the District of Columbia) and the years 1998–2005

Variable Mean Std. dev. Min Max

Income 44.90 10.89 24.80 107.46

Brokers 47.04 21.73 0.49 158.70

GDPGr 2.50 2.77 )6.47 11.63

GDPPC 39.39 13.44 25.45 150.36

Urban 72.23 15.12 38.18 100.00

Move time 35.21 6.67 14.73 55.18

Price 281.01 80.48 165.35 618.33

PopGr 1.26 1.44 )1.20 11.55

Renter 29.53 5.43 22.51 56.40

Hours 177.59 131.89 35.00 840.00

Experience 2.08 1.01 0.00 5.00

CEReq 8.41 4.37 0.00 24.00

Precip 108.07 26.92 26.00 155.00

Complaints 4.26 3.37 0.00 19.01

Bond 0.33 0.47 0.00 1.00

E and O 0.26 0.44 0.00 1.00

Black 0.11 0.12 0.00 0.60

Dual agency 0.91 0.28 0.00 1.00

The first panel contains summary statistics on 360 observations used in the 2SLS regression analysis of Table II, and the

second panel summarizes 326 observations used in the regression analysis of Table III. Income data are from the

Occupational Employment Statistics program of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Data on the number of brokers, licensing

requirements, complaints, and other broker characteristics are from the Association of Real Estate License Law Officials.

House sales data are from the National Association of Realtors, house price data are from the Office of Federal Housing

Enterprise Oversight. State GDP data are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Weather data are from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Other state characteristics are from the Census Department.
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The ethics of lobbying

The previous section demonstrates a high probability

that strict education and experience licensing

requirements for real estate brokers raise broker

income without improving the quality of brokerage

services. Suppose that brokers wish to lobby state

governments to increase educational requirements. If

the results of the previous section are valid and

known, would this lobbying campaign be ethical?

In order to answer this question, it may be useful

to divide standards of conduct into three categories:

legal, ethical, and admirable.10 Legality is the lowest

standard of conduct, but also the easiest to define.

Although there are ambiguities in laws, there are

well-accepted methods of interpreting them and an

accepted structure of courts to provide definitive

interpretations when needed. Ethics, the next stan-

dard of conduct, is stricter than legality, but is harder

to define. Competing ethical standards make it dif-

ficult to decide exactly what conduct is ethical.

Admirability is the highest standard of conduct, but

also the most ambiguous. Individuals have very

different ideas of what conduct is admirable.

Behavior of spouses in marriage provides an

example of the application of these standards.

Physical spousal abuse is illegal in all U.S. states.

Refraining from such conduct meets the very low

standard of legality. Engaging in adultery is legal in

many jurisdictions, but is, according to most ethical

systems, unethical behavior. Giving a spouse an

expensive birthday present may be admirable, but it

is not required by ethical standards. Standards of

admirability vary considerably, so that many people

who admire thrift over generosity might think that

refraining from expensive gift-giving is admirable.

Certain activities of brokers have been found to

be illegal in the past, but lobbying for higher edu-

cational standards for real estate brokers is clearly

legal. Legislators in the future might choose to limit

the activities of lobbyists, making certain kinds of

advocacy illegal, but the lobbying activities of bro-

kers currently meet the lowest of our standards of

conduct.

TABLE III

Supply and demand for brokers. Three stage least squares regression

Variable Estimate t ratio p value

Demand

Intercept 188.34 2.42 0.02

Income )6.30 )2.70 0.01

GDPGr 0.56 0.68 0.49

GDPPC 0.45 1.97 0.05

Urban 1.18 4.67 0.00

MoveTime )2.22 )2.92 0.00

Price 0.24 3.46 0.00

PopGr 3.27 1.70 0.09

Renter 1.45 1.33 0.19

Supply

Intercept )26.54 )1.77 0.08

Income 2.64 8.73 0.00

Hours )0.01 )1.33 0.18

Experience )5.37 )3.58 0.00

CEReq )1.48 )4.67 0.00

Precip )0.18 )3.77 0.00

Observations 360 Weighted R2 0.57

The first panel is the estimated demand curve, and the second panel is the supply curve. The dependent variable for both

equations is Brokers.
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Real estate brokers asking regulators to impose

higher educational standards on themselves might, at

first, seem admirable. If the analysis of the previous

section is valid, however, most people would

probably agree that such lobbying is less than

admirable, particularly those who have paid real

estate commissions or who have been excluded from

the real estate brokerage profession by educational or

experience restrictions.

If lobbying is legal, but less than admirable, the

question of ethics remains. Plausible ethical codes

might simply require adherence to contracts and

avoidance of dishonesty and coercion, and by these

codes lobbying for higher educational standards

would be ethical. The plausibility of applying these

codes in this situation is reduced considerably,

however, by the fact that the NAR has adopted a

more stringent code of ethics. Given that this code

was voluntarily adopted it seems reasonable to use it

to judge the ethics of brokers.

The NAR�s code of ethics is essentially Kantian.

The ‘‘obligations beyond those of ordinary com-

merce’’ and ‘‘social responsibility’’ referred to in the

code are similar to the categorical imperative which

would require that each industry abandon regulatory

advantages that do not create net benefits for society.

While it can be argued that competition and profit

maximizing behavior lead to net benefits in an

unregulated market, the same is not necessarily true

in a regulated market. The analysis of this article

suggests that restrictive licensing benefits existing

brokers, since their incomes are increased. Con-

sumers are hurt, since they pay higher prices with no

increase in quality. Potential brokers are also hurt,

since many are excluded from the profession. As in

any restriction of supply, the total losses exceed the

gains; in other words, there are dead-weight losses to

society. If every industry refrained from regulatory

supply restrictions, society would, under this analy-

sis, clearly be better off and so Kantian ethics requires

individual industries to refrain from the pursuit of

these restrictions.

A positive, rather than normative approach to the

ethics of lobbying by brokers would be to use their

actions to determine their true code of ethics. In

other words, if the actions of brokers contradict their

stated code of ethics, then this is not their real code

of ethics. According to Plato, Socrates held that

people cannot knowingly do wrong – if they truly

believed that some action was wrong, then they

would not do it. Taking an action is evidence that a

person does not truly believe that it is wrong. A

person might later discover facts or ideas that would

cause them to decide that their own past action was

wrong, but at the time the action was taken they

must have believed it to be right.

By this reasoning, brokers either do not believe

their own code of ethics, or they are unaware of or

TABLE IV

Complaints against brokers. Ordinary least squares regression

Variable Estimate t ratio p value

Intercept )1.16 )1.01 0.31

Urban 0.05 3.57 0.00

Price 0.00 1.45 0.15

PopGr 0.68 5.58 0.00

Hours 0.00 0.80 0.43

Experience 0.12 0.66 0.51

CEReq )0.03 )0.64 0.53

Bond )0.70 )1.69 0.09

E and O )1.00 )2.38 0.02

Black )0.81 )0.55 0.59

Dual agency 0.46 0.72 0.47

Observations 326 adjusted R2 0.21

The dependent variable is Complaints, the number of complaints against brokers filed with the state real estate commission

as a percentage of house sales.
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disagree about the effects of licensing restrictions. It is

possible that if they were convinced that higher edu-

cational standards raise broker income at the expense

of their customers that they would stop lobbying for

them. It seems unlikely, however, that broker orga-

nizations, some of which are large and sophisticated

and employ staffs of economists, would be unaware of

the effects of policies that they advocate.

Some economists who study regulation believe

that appealing to ethical arguments is unlikely to

change political behavior. Stigler (1971) argued that

it is pointless to expect the behavior of regulators or

regulated industries to be in the public interest.

The idealistic view of public regulation is deeply

imbedded in professional economic thought. So

many economists, for example, have denounced the

ICC for its pro-rail road policies that this has

become a cliché of the literature. This criticism

seems to me exactly as appropriate as a criticism of

the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company for

selling groceries, or as a criticism of a politician for

currying popular support. The fundamental vice of

such criticism is that it misdirects attention: It

suggests that the way to get an ICC which is not

subservient to the carriers is to preach to the

commissioners or to the people who appoint the

commissioners. The only way to get a different

commission would be to change the political support

for the Commission, and reward commissioners on a

basis unrelated to their services to the carriers.

Some of the regulation criticized by Stigler and other

economists has changed, but not usually, as Stigler

suggested, by changing the reward structure of

commissioners. Instead, as in the case of the ICC,

entire regulatory structures have been abolished.

Peltzman (1976) predicts that this kind of revolution

will occur only when the costs of political organi-

zation by an industry or profession exceed the

benefits, or when political organization by those hurt

by regulatory policy becomes possible. Becker

(1976), as noted earlier, goes even further, doubting

that there are efficiency gains to be made by pushing

for political ‘‘reforms’’.

Conclusion

The empirical results of this article suggest that

educational and experience standards for real estate

brokers raise broker income, raising average com-

missions by one quarter of a percentage point and

costing consumers $5.4 billion per year without

improvements in the quality of brokerage services.

Real estate brokers support and lobby for these

standards, raising ethical questions.

The Kantian ethical standard of the NAR�s pub-

lished code of ethics appears to be violated by real

estate broker�s political support for licensing restric-

tions. Whether this violation is something to be

concerned about, however, is a difficult question.

Economists such as Stigler, Peltzman and Becker

argue that this behavior is to be expected and that

changes are unlikely to improve economic efficiency.

Future research might examine the lobbying prac-

tices of other industries. Do other industries support

policies that appear to be admirable but actually ben-

efit the industries at the expense of the public? Do

these industries have published codes of ethics that

proscribe this behavior? If industries can be identified

that do not lobby for political favors, it would be

interesting to discover whether this is because of

inherent difficulties in organizing the industry or

whether there is an actual ethical choice being made.
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Appendix

This Appendix presents details of the calculations of

the effects of licensing restrictions. Coefficient esti-

mates from the system of equations in Section

‘‘Model’’ are shown in Table III. To obtain an idea

of the magnitude of these effects, consider an

increase of 1 hour in the annual continuing educa-

tion requirement. According to the supply equation,

this will decrease the supply of brokers as a fraction

of the population by 1.48 basis points. Inverting the

demand equation to obtain income as a function of

the number of brokers gives a coefficient of )0.159.

Multiplying these values together gives an estimate
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of an increase of $235 in average annual broker

income for each 1 hour increase in continuing

education requirements. Similarly, adding 1 year of

experience as a requirement for obtaining a full

broker�s license adds $852 in annual broker income.

Adding an hour of pre-licensing course work adds

only $2 in annual broker income. This difference is

probably due to the fact that continuing education is

required every year during a broker�s career, while

the pre-licensing requirements must only be done

once, and at a time when the value of the applicant�s
time is presumably lower than it is later in a career.

Assuming that there are no offsetting benefits to

experience and continuing education requirements,

welfare losses to consumers can be approximated by

multiplying the change in income caused by these

requirements in each state by the number of brokers in

each state. The result of this calculation is an estimate

of $5.4 billion per year in losses to consumers.

A rough calculation of the effect this has on the

typical house commission can be obtained as follows.

Let H equal the percentage of the value of U.S.

privately owned real estate that is owner occupied

residential property. S equals the number of sales and

P equals the mean price of owner occupied homes in

2005. Cr equals the commission percentage on

owner occupied homes, and Cc equals the com-

mission percentage on commercial property. Assume

that the effect of licensing restrictions is the same for

residential and commercial property. Then the total

of all commissions paid on real estate will be

PS(Cr + Cc ) ((1 ) H)/H) � Cc). According to the

NAR, P is $266,600 and S is 7,075,000. If H is 0.63,

Cr is 0.06, and Cc is 0.02 then the total is approxi-

mately $135 billion. The estimated effect of educa-

tional requirements on commissions is $5.4 billion,

or 4% of the total. Another way to express this is to

say that without educational and experience

requirements, the typical commission on a house sale

would go from 6% to 5.76%.

The actual effects of licensing might be much

greater than this estimate, since the model only

estimated the variable cost of additional hours of

educational requirements, not the fixed costs of

license application itself. Since every state in the U.S.

requires licensing there is no way to estimate this

effect. In particular, the fixed costs of licensing

discourage part-time or one-time brokers. For

example, in the absence of licensing, an individual

who knows a seller and a potential buyer might

bring them together for a fee, but might not

otherwise practice real estate brokerage. Of course,

the estimate also does not include the effects of other

anti-competitive actions of brokers, such as those

which led to the 2005 law suit by the U.S.

Department of Justice or those described in Nadel

(2006). Adding information on states that prohibit

commission rebates, for example, suggests that in

these states commissions are another 3% higher than

they would be if rebates were allowed.

Notes

1 Levitt and Syverson (2005) present evidence that

brokers sometimes use their informational advantage to

benefit themselves at the expense of their clients.
2 Texas recently passed H.B. No.3507, which raised

educational standards for real estate licenses. California

Assembly Bill 2429 would do the same. Florida Senate

Bill 466 would raise standards for real estate appraisers.

Florida recently made practicing without a real estate

license a felony.
3 Colorado made this change in 1997. Oregon and

South Dakota have also combined their license types.
4 339 U.S. 485 (1950).
5 The Justice Department recommended prison

terms in some cases. One broker was sentenced to pris-

on after announcing at a speech at an industry dinner

that he would raise his commissions from 6% to 7%.

The sentence was later reduced to probation. Boston

Globe, May 17, 1992 p. A1.
6 444 U.S. 232.
7 Realty Times, May 10, 2002 <http://realty-

times.com/rtapages/20020510licensure2.htm>.
8 The results discussed in this section were obtained

using three stage least squares. Two stage least squares

and limited information maximum likelihood estimation

produced very similar results.
9 A referee suggested that good weather might be cor-

related with high demand for second homes, which would

increase demand for brokers. The measure of poor weath-

er I use, the number of days of precipitation per year,

appears to have a very low correlation with the prevalence

of second homes. Including the percentage of HMDA

loans in a state that are to non-occupants as a variable in

the demand equation did not significantly affect the results.
10 I thank Robert Audi for suggesting these categories.
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